Smartphones and iPhones® or iPads®, are frequently used for the diagnosis of atrial fibrillation,1 to promote physical activity,2 to consult smart experts about musculoskeletal trauma,3 or for mobile teledermatology.4 In patients suffering from internal complicated diseases frequently of difficult diagnosis, such as vasculites, Henoch-Shönlein purpura, Still’s disease, or Raynaud phenomenon the fleeting lesions often makes it impossible to orient the diagnosis and therapeutic work up. In fact patients going to the doctor who show some skin lesions are often fleeting and therefore clinically difficult to define. I would bring experience and photos taken by a patient suffering in this case from Still’s disease, vasculitis, purpura of Henoch-Shönlein in a case of figurative allergic urticaria, which would not have been diagnosed in the absence of these pictures. Health technology assessments will substantially change the clinical diagnostic and organizational approach of health assistance, contributing significantly to improve clinical diagnostics and therapeutics. An example of allergic hives disappeared just after a few hours. In the picture was reported a case of allergic urticaria, which disappeared after few hours as soon as the patient was admitted to the Internal Medicine Department (Figure 1).

Finally, these tools can significantly increase appropriateness, reducing the clinical risks in the medical practice.

Figure 1. A case of allergic urticaria, which disappeared after few hours as soon as the patient was admitted to the Internal Medicine Department.
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